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Adomian and his collaborators have found solutions for nonlinear stochastic (or 
deterministic in the limiting case) differential equations involving polynomial non- 
linearities. Using the first author’s A, polynomials and recently developed methods 
of calculating these polynomials, it becomes very easy to write solutions for non- 
linear terms 
even decima j 
uch as ym for positive integers m. The cases of negative integer m or 
powers will appear elsewhere. 0 1985 Academc Press, Inc. 
DISCUSSION 
Adomian [ 1,2] and Adomian and Sibul [ 31 solved equations of the 
form LZy + Ny = x(t), where the nonlinear term Ny = y” for positive 
integers m. Using recent methods [4,6] for convenient calculation of the 
A, polynomials used in references [ 1,2], solution for any equation involv- 
ing a polynomial nonlinearity is quick and easy. Consider, for example 
I. Ny=y’ 
as the nonlinear term. The nonlinear term is immediately written as 
C,“=,, A,, which for this nonlinearity is given by 
0022-247X/85 $3.00 
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All rigbta 01 repmduction in any form nserved. 
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A4 = 5Yi y4 + 5Y: Yo + 1OYi Y: + 2oy; Yl y, + 3oy; y: Y, 
A5=Y:+5Y~Y5+20Y~Y,Y4+20Y~Y,Y3+20y:Y,y2 
+3oY;Y:Yl+3oY;Y:Y3 
A, = 5Y; y, + 5Y: Y2 + 1oY; y: + lay; y; + 2Oy; y1 y, + 20y; y2 y4 
+ 20~: YO ~3 + 30~; Y: ~4 + 30~: Y: Y, + 60~: y, ~2 y, 
A7 = 5yi y7 + 5y? y3 + l”Y: yi + 2oyi yl y6 + 2oyG y2 y5 + 2oyi y3 y4 
+ 2oY:Yl Yo +2oy: YoY4 + 30y;y:y, + 3oy;y:y, + 3oygy:y, 
+~OY;YIY,Y~+~~Y:Y,Y~Y, 
A, = 5~: ~8 + 5~; Y, + 5~: y4 + 10~; Y: + 10~: y: + 2014 y, y, 
+ 2oyi y2 y6 + 2oy: Yl y7 + 2oy: y, Y, + 20y: y, y3 + 30y; y, y: 
+ 3oYi Y: y4 + 3OY; Y: y6 + 30Y: Y: Y, + 60~: y2 y, Y, 
+~~YIY:Y,Y~+~~Y;Y,Y,Y,+~~Y;Y,Y,Y, 
A,=~Y~Y,+ ~Y!YS+ ~Y:Y, + loriy: + lOy:y:+ 20yi:y4y5 
+ 2oY; y3 y6 + 2oyi y, y7 + 2oy; yl y, + 20yO y; y3 + 20yO y; y, 
+ 20y: Y2 Y, + 30y: y, y; + 3oy: y, yf + 3oy: y, y; + 3oy: y: y, 
+6~Y~Y2Y,Y4+60~~Y,Y,Y5+60~~~,y2~,+60yoy~y~y: 
+~~Y~YIY:Y~+~~Y,Y:Y,Y,+~~Y:Y,~,Y, 
A IO ‘Y: + 5Y: YIO + 5Y: y, + 1%‘; Y: + 2$‘, y; y3 + 20)‘; y, y4 
+ 2oY: Yo y7 + 2oy: y, y5 + 2oy; y4 y6 + 20y; y, y7 + 20y; y2 y, 
+2oYi?YlY9+2oYoY:Y4+2oYoylY;+3w~y:y4+3o.y~y2y~ 
+ 3oyi Y: y6 + 3oy; Y: YS + 30yO Y: Y: + 30y: y: yo + 3O.v; y$ y, 
+~~Y:Y:Y~+~~Y~Y,Y,Y,+~~Y~Y,Y,Y~+~~Y~~,~,~, 
+~OY:YI Y2Y7 + 60~0~1 Y:Y, +60~:y,y,y, +6Oy,y: y,y, 
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~3=4y~y3+4Y:yo+12y~y,y, 
A4 = Y; + 4yi y4 + 6y; y; + 12~; yI y3 + 12~: y. y, 
AS = 4~; Y, + 4y: Y, + 12~; y, y, + 12~; y, y3 + 12y: y. y3 + 12y; y. y1 
&=4Y;~~+4~:~3+4y;yo+6y;y:+6y~y;+12y;y,y~ 
+~~Y;YzY,+ ~2~:~0~4+24yoy,y,y, 
A7 = 4yi Y, + 4Y: Y, + 4y; J', + 12y;y, y6 + 12y; y, y, 
+12YiY3Y4+12Y:YoY,+ 12y:y,y,+ 12y:y,y, 
+ ~~Y:Y~Y~+~~Y,Y,Y,~~ 
&=~':+4~~~,+4~:.~,+6y~y~+6y:y:+12y;y,y, 
+ 12y; y2 y6 + 12y; y3 y, + 12y: y, y, + 12y; y, y, 
+~~Y:Y,Yo+ ~~Y:Y,Y,+ W2,~,y3+24y~y,y,y, 
+24~,~, Y~Y, 
&=4Yi Y9+4y:y,+4y: y,+ 4y:yo+ 12y;y,y, 
+ 12y; y, y7 + l2y; y3 y, + 12y; y, y, + 12y: y, y, 




+ 6~: Y: + 6~: Y: + 12~: YI Y, + 12~; y, y, 
+ 12y; y3 y7 + 12y; y4 y, + l2y: y0 y8 + 12y; y, y6 + 12y; y, y, 
+ l2y: y2 y0 + 12y; y1 y, + 12y: y3 y5 + 12y; y, y, + 24yo y2 y3 J', 
III. Ny =y3 
Ao=Y; 
&=~Y;Y, 
A2 = 3~; ~2 + 3~: Y, 
A3=Y:+3Y;Y3+6YoY,Y2 
A4 = 3~; ~4 + 3~: ~2 + 3~; yo + 6~0 y, y, 




+ fi~o ~2 Y, + 6~0 ~3 y4 + ($1 y2 y4 
A ~=~~~~Ys+~Y:Y~+~Y:Y,+~Y:Y,+~Y~Yo+~Y,~,~, 
+ Go Y,  y6 + by, ~‘3 y, + 6.~1 y2 y5 + 6yl y, y4 
A,=y:+3~f,y,+3yfy7+3y;y,+3y:y,+6y~y,y~ 
+6yoy2Y7+6y,J'3y,+6y,y4y,+6y,y2y, 
+ 6.~1~3 ~5 + 6~2 ~3 ~4 
A10=3y:y,o+3y:Y,+3y:y6+3y:y4+3y:y, 
+ 3.d YO + 6.~0 ~1 Yg  + 6.~0 ~2 ~8 + 6~0 ~3 ~7 









A7 = 2Y3 Y4 + %‘2 Y5 + 2Y1 Y6 + 2Yo Y7 
~8=Y:+~Y3Y,+~Y2Y,+~Y,Y,+~Y,Y, 
~~=~Y,Y,+~Y,y,+~Y2Y,+~Y,y8+2y,Y, 
A~o = Y: + 2Y4 Y,  + 2Y3 Y7 + 92 y, + $‘I Y, + 2Yo Y,,. 
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With the above substitutions and application of the decomposition method 
[l], solutions to nonlinear differential equations can be made without 
linearization procedures. 
As elementary examples consider the following equations: y + y2 = - 1 
with y(O)=O, which we write Ly+y2= -1 with L=d/dt and 
L-‘=Jh [.I dt and y(O)= 1. Then 
Ly= -l-y2 




y, = --L-l&= -L-It2 = -t’/3 




y = - t+T+E+ .*. 1 
or the series for -tan t as expected. 
A Riccati type equation, e.g., 
Ii(t) +f(t) u(t) + u2(t) = -g(t) 
is written in the form 
where u0 = u(0) - L - ‘g 
ul= -L-‘f&-L-‘A, 
u2= -L-ljii,-L-lA1 
and is solvable even with stochastic f and/or g as demonstrated by 
Adomian [ 11. 
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